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By now, you're probably just dying to know what is this almost magical site and you might have actually 

jumped ahead to this video. So let's dive right in. At this site, the social involvement site is Quora. Now 

Quora, well you might've heard of it, but maybe you don't know just how deadly effective it is to enjoy a 

massive amount of free traffic. Now their mission is to share and grow the world's knowledge. So it's a 

lot like Google. It is very much like Google, but rather than being driven by software and artificial 

intelligence and so on and so forth with all these fancy pants algorithms, instead, this is a human driven 

question answer search engine. That's really what it is. And if you want to pull out the search part, that's 

fine as well. It's really a question and answer engine, but people are searching for answers and you're 

the other side of that delivering answers and because you're the one delivering answers, you get to 

enjoy the attention, the fame, the authority, anything that you want. 

But most importantly the free traffic, it has very much human centric and human powered. So you do 

need to put in a little bit of time. It's hard to, you know, systematically, um, automate everything. 

Although you will learn exactly how to automate certain pieces of this and just a short while and other 

training videos, people are absolutely obsessed with getting answers. We're always asking questions and 

the great questions, well they generate great answers, but sometimes it's just an everyday basic 

question and people want an answer. Sometimes the questions are long and complex and convoluted. 

Other times the questions are really basic and straight forward and your answers, it's the exact same 

thing. Some are going to be long and crazy if you want other answers that are still high quality producing 

value, they're going to be shorter. But again, questions and answers, right? The other thing about Quora 

is that it's super sticky and once you have looked at one question and one answer, you like to find out 

what the other answers are and then you start to say to yourself, well, what other questions are similar? 

And in fact, the site is designed in such a way that you continuously click from one question to the next. 

And also one answer to that question to the next. So before you know it, you're visiting one page after 

another. Now remember, that's what other people are doing. It makes it somewhat addictive. Well, 

that's not so good for you because you're in business to get traffic and to make money and to grow your 

business and have a great time, right? But be careful because it can be a bit addictive looking at these 

questions and these answers as they're whipping around. Okay? Now, most importantly, it's absolutely 

free to utilize Quora. There's no price of admission. You can get in there and start using Quora today, 

and that's exactly of course what I expect you to do, because you want money and you want free traffic. 

So go ahead. Utilize Quora and the other videos and the other trainings. I'm going to show you exactly 

what you need to know to maximize everything with Cora. Let's get into it right now. See in the next 

video. 
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THANK YOU For Reading This Transcript and  

Your Purchase of One Minute Free Traffic! 

 

If you haven’t joined our VIP Program yet, there’s still time! Click here to join us 

and we’ll show you our #1 Secret Source for low-cost Red-Hot Buyer Clicks...  

 

 

 

Click Here To Upgrade To Include One Minute Buyer Clicks VIP 

 

 

WAIT! Want to sell the One Minute Free Traffic System and 

Collect 100% Commissions Across the Entire Sales Funnel? 

 

Click Here For Details On Our Reseller Partnership Program 
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